We use evolutionary trees of haplotypes to study phenotypic associations by exhaustively examining all possible biallelic partitions of the tree, a technique we call tree scanning. If the first scan detects significant associations, additional rounds of tree scanning are used to partition the tree into three or more allelic classes. Two worked examples are presented. The first is a reanalysis of associations between haplotypes at the Alcohol Dehydrogenase locus in Drosophila melanogaster that was previously analyzed using a nested clade analysis, a more complicated technique for using haplotype trees to detect phenotypic associations. Tree scanning and the nested clade analysis yield the same inferences when permutation testing is used with both approaches. The second example is an analysis of associations between variation in various lipid traits and genetic variation at the Apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene in three human populations. Tree scanning successfully identified phenotypic associations expected from previous analyses. Tree scanning for the most part detected more associations and provided a better biological interpretative framework than single SNP analyses. We also show how prior information can be incorporated into the tree scan by starting with the traditional three electrophoretic alleles at APOE. Tree scanning detected genetically determined phenotypic heterogeneity within all three electrophoretic allelic classes. Overall, tree scanning is a simple, powerful, and flexible method for using haplotype trees to detect phenotype/genotype associations at candidate loci.
M ANY studies attempt to associate trait variation
An evolutionary tree of the haplotypes at a candidate locus or DNA region can be estimated when there is with genetic variation at a candidate gene by employing separate tests at each polymorphic nucleolittle to no recombination in the DNA region. Given that there is increasing evidence for areas of low recomtide site within the gene, even when the sites display bination separated by recombination hotspots (Temextensive linkage disequilibrium. Increasingly, there is pleton et al. Jeffreys et al. 2001; Reich et al. 2002) , an appreciation that using haplotypes can often aughaplotype variation in many genomic regions can be ment power for detecting phenotypic associations and organized into haplotype trees. Just as SNPs can be can eliminate the difficulties of statistical dependence placed into the context of a haplotype to increase the among polymorphic sites showing linkage disequiliblevel of biological information, so can haplotypes be rium (Drysdale et al. 2000; Martin et al. 2000 ; Seltman placed into their evolutionary context to further auget al. Balciuniene et al. 2002; Knoblauch et al. ment the amount of biological information. Templeton 2002; Van Eerdewegh et al. 2002; Zaykin et al. 2002 Zaykin et al. ). et al. (1987 were the first to propose using haplotypes The tendency for haplotype analyses to show increased and their evolutionary trees in phenotype/genotype aspower over single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysociation studies through nested clade analysis (NCA) ses is not surprising if SNPs do not always affect phenotypes in which the branches of the haplotype tree are used in isolation but rather affect the phenotype through the to define a nested hierarchy of clades ("branches") of joint genetic effects of two or more SNPs.
haplotypes. The fundamental premise of NCA is that any mutation having functional significance will be im-1 termined exclusively by the evolutionary history of the all branches of the haplotype tree detects an allelic partition of the tree whose resulting genotypes explain haplotypes without any consideration of phenotypic data, thereby eliminating a source of potential bias in a significant amount of phenotypic variance, additional rounds of tree scanning within the two significant allelic phenotype/genotype association studies. Second, the clades define a nested design that makes full and efficlasses defined by the initial round are used to partition the tree into three or more allelic classes. In analogy with cient use of the available degrees of freedom and performs only evolutionarily relevant contrasts. Third, staa genome scan that uses marker loci to localize phenotypic associations to physical sections of a chromosome, the tistical power is enhanced by pooling haplotypes into clades, thereby directly addressing the problem of too tree scan uses the mutations that arose in evolutionary history to localize phenotypic associations to temporal much haplotype diversity eroding statistical power by creating sparse data sets.
sections of the haplotype tree. Just as adjacent markers in a genome scan yield highly correlated phenotypic Despite these advantages, NCA has a serious limitation: the nested design is for haplotypes, not genotypes.
associations, so do adjacent branches in a tree scan. Therefore, one expects to see a peak of association that This is not a problem when the phenotype is biologically expressed in a haploid or effectively haploid individual falls off with increasing distance in the haplotype tree, just as genome scans produce peaks of phenotypic assoat the candidate gene, such as associations between an X-linked candidate gene with a male phenotype, or with ciation that fall off with increasing physical distance on the chromosome from the responsible variation. homozygous strains, as in the Drosophila example first analyzed by Templeton et al. (1987) . However, when Unlike NCA, tree scanning is straightforward to implement for diploid data and can directly address domidealing with diploid genotypes in natural populations, a single individual will likely bear two distinct haplotypes.
nance because it uses the haplotype tree to define a series of standard single-gene phenotype/genotype asThe haploid nature of the nested design is not a problem for some types of studies with diploid data. For exsociation tests. Two worked examples are given. The first is the alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) data from Drosophila ample, many case control studies test for differences in relative allele frequency between cases and controls.
( Aquadro et al. 1986 ) that were previously analyzed with NCA (Templeton et al. 1987) . This example allows Given that allele frequency is a haploid genetic measure, it is straightforward to extend NCA to case-control studa direct comparison of NCA with tree scanning. For a second example, we analyze variation at the human ies (Templeton 1995) . NCA can also be used in designs based upon the transmission disequilibrium test that autosomal Apoprotein E (APOE) gene for associations with various blood measures of lipid metabolism. uses the gamete types transmitted from parent to offspring for estimating genotype/phenotype associations (Seltman et al. 2001) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Other than these special designs, NCA requires a statistical mapping of diploid phenotypes upon haploid Population samples: Aquadro et al. (1986) bred 41 homozyhaplotypes when the data include heterozygous diploid gous strains of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster that were genotypes (Templeton et al. 1988) . Such a mapping coisogenic except for a small region around the Adh gene. They surveyed the 41 homozygous strains for restriction site can be executed with the traditional quantitative genetic variation at the Adh gene and measured them for alcohol measurement of average excess (Templeton et al. 1988) dehydrogenase enzyme activity. or average effect (Hallman et al. 1994 To circumvent these problems, we propose a new the North Karelia population, and 449 females and 392 males method called tree scanning. Tree scanning partitions from the Rochester population. Individuals were genotyped the haplotype tree into two or more mutually exclusive for the APOE SNPs that were found to be segregating in their and exhaustive clades and then treats each clade as an respective population in the resequencing study of a 5.5-kb "allele" in a genotypic analysis of phenotypic associasection of the APOE gene (Fullerton et al. 2000) : 16 SNPs for J, 14 for N, and 13 for R, for a total of 21 distinct SNPs.
tions. A tree scan starts by exhaustively examining all All individuals were measured for fasting (12 hr for J and R, possible biallelic partitions of the haplotype tree created 4 hr for N) blood levels of total cholesterol (TC), high-density by cutting a branch in the haplotype tree and then lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), triglycerides (TG), and apolgrouping together all the haplotypes on one side of the ipoprotein E (ApoE). cut into allelic class A and all the haplotypes on the Haplotype determination: Haplotypes were directly observable in the homozygous strains of Drosophila. The human other side of the cut into allelic class B. If a scan over 1992) was estimated from the 39 ApoE haplotypes with the where n is the total sample size, k is the number of genotypic classes with observations, Y is the sample grand mean, n i is haplotypes were inferred from the SNP genotypic data using the number of individuals in the ith genotypic class, and Y ij is the program PHASE, version 1 (Stephens et al. 2001) , that the phenotype of the jth individual with genotype i. Equation 1 estimates haplotypes using a Bayesian procedure with a prior can be divided by the total phenotypic variance to obtain p vk , based on neutral, coalescent theory. PHASE was applied sepaan estimate of the proportion of the total phenotypic variance rately to each of the three samples. A total of 78 haplotypes in the population sampled explained by the k genotypes. were inferred for the combined three samples. Recent studies
The above steps are repeated for each branch of the haplo-(Adkins 2004) indicate that haplotype inference is accurate type tree. Because some partitions result in one of the alleles for haplotypes with a frequency of Ն1%. Given that our hubeing extremely rare, we implement tree scanning with the man samples averaged ‫006ف‬ individuals, we therefore disoption of skipping the test when the rarer allele has c observacarded any haplotypes that were inferred to occur five or fewer tions or less. This cuts down on computational time by avoidtimes in the combined sample, leaving a total of 39 haplotypes ing those cases that a priori have little chance of yielding a in the combined sample (Table 1) . statistically significant result and augments statistical power Estimation of haplotype trees: We use the Adh haplotype by reducing the total number of tests when correcting the tree that Aquadro et al. (1986) estimated through maximum parsimony. A statistical parsimony tree (Templeton et al. significance level for multiple tests. For the human data, we set c ϭ 5. For the Adh data set we performed all tests regardless Further rounds are possible, but we found no additional phenotypic signals after two rounds in either of the two data of sample sizes. This was done so that the tree-scanning results would be comparable to those of the original NCA upon Adh sets analyzed. Another extension is to cut certain branches on the basis of prior information and then cut an additional (Templeton et al. 1987) in which no contrasts were excluded. After performing the above analyses upon each branch in the branch to search for significant phenotypic associations in addition to that associated with the branches cut on the basis tree (or the subset not culled if c Ͼ 1), the significance levels of the permutation tests are adjusted for multiple testing of prior information. For example, two polymorphic coding sites (at positions 3937 and 4075) that jointly determine the through the step-down, stepwise, resampling method of Westfall and Young (1993) with enforced monotonicity that inthree common protein electrophoretic alleles ε2, ε3, and ε4 at the APOE locus have been associated with many phenotypic corporates correlation structure. Details are in the TREESCAN documentation available at http:/ /darwin.uvigo.es. effects related to blood lipids and coronary artery disease in previous studies (Sing and Davignon 1985; Boerwinkle et al. The highly correlated nature of the haplotype categories defined by cutting adjacent branches can sometimes result in 1991; Kaprio et al. 1991; Stengard et al. 1995 Stengard et al. , 1996 . Accordingly, an analysis was implemented for APOE using the promultiple significant test results being clustered in the haplotype tree. We identify all sets of branches such that each branch gram MacAnova 4.13 (Bingham and Oehlert 2003) in which the two branches associated with these two positions are cut a in the set has a significant p vk (P-values Յ 0.05) and is adjacent in the tree to one or more other branches in the same set.
priori and a third branch is then cut to search for heterogeneity within the traditional electrophoretic allele classes. For each set we identify the branch associated with the highest, statistically significant value of p vk and call it the peak branch Single SNP analysis: To compare the results of tree scanning to the more typical analysis in which each SNP is tested onefor its set. The peak branch for each set is regarded as cut in the second round of the tree scan, which therefore begins by-one for phenotypic associations, a statistical analysis for phenotypic heterogeneity was performed upon the genotypes with the haplotypes already clustered into two or more alleles.
The second round of tree scanning subdivides one of the defined by each SNP (all were biallelic) using the same F -statistics, permutational testing procedure, correction for the alleles from the first-round scan into two alleles. For example, if the first round of tree scanning cut a single branch to create number of genotypic categories (Equation 1), and method for correcting for multiple tests that were used in the tree scan. two allelic categories, say A and B, then the second round of tree scanning subdivides either the A allele into two alleles, say AЈ and A″, or the B allele into B Ј and B ″, thereby converting the first-round two-allele system into a three-allele system. RESULTS Once again, the association between phenotypes and genotypes is measured by an F-statistic from a one-way ANOVA. by the circled asterisks, but without correction for multiple testing (Templeton et al. 1988) .
APOE tree-scan analysis: Much phylogenetic ambiguity is present in the statistical parsimony tree of the APOE haplotypes, as shown in Figure 4 . This ambiguity can be resolved to yield 48 distinct trees, each with 38 multiple tests vs. such an adjustment. To focus just on branches. We applied tree scanning to all possible resothe impact of how the haplotype tree was used (differlutions of this tree as a check on the robustness of our ence 1), we need to make the nested clade and tree-scan inferences to phylogenetic ambiguity. With 48 alternaanalyses comparable for the latter two points. Difference 2 (NANOVA vs. permutation testing) has already been tive trees each with 38 branches, there are a total of 48 ϫ 38 ϭ 1824 branches. Because the alternative trees addressed for the Adh tree (Templeton et al. 1988) . Figure 1 shows that only three significant effects are deaffect only a few allele groupings, the phylogenetic ambiguity shown in Figure 4 adds only 22 additional tected in the NCA using permutational testing, including the two detected by tree scanning. These results are branches to our analysis of APOE, for a total of 60 branches. Moreover, because not all haplotypes are presconsistent with the well-known fact that nonparametric tests are generally of lower power than appropriate paraent in every population sample and many haplotypes or groups of haplotypes have fewer than five observametric tests. The advantage of the nonparametric test is greater robustness to deviations from the parametric tions in a given stratum, the tree scan of any particular sample always involved Ͻ60 branches. distributional assumptions, including applicability to statistics whose distributional properties are poorly Table 4 presents those branches that had statistically significant phenotypic associations (P Յ 0.05, after adknown. Moreover, the nonparametric test is applicable to effectively haploid samples as well as outbred diploid justing for multiple testing) in each of the six samples defined by geographic location and gender. Many of samples, whereas the parametric NANOVA can be applied only to effectively haploid samples. the significant branches for a particular phenotype in a given population are adjacent on the haplotype tree, To adjust for the fact that the NCA with permutational testing did not correct for multiple tests (Templeton so Figure 5 shows only the peak branches from Table 4 . To obtain the second round of tree scanning for the et al. 1988), we examine the tree-scan tests without correction for multiple testing. As can be seen from Table 3 , APOE tree, all peak branches for a particular trait and population sample identified in the first round of testing the uncorrected P-value for the 17-19 branch in the tree-scan analysis is 0.039, a value slightly below the ( Figure 5 ) were cut one by one, and then the same trait and population sample were analyzed by an additional 7-13 ( Figures 5 and 6 ). Moreover, the strongest phenotypic effects are associated with these two branches. Even cut in the APOE tree conditioned on the first-round peak being cut. Table 5 shows the branches conditioned though these two branches are adjacent in the APOE tree (Figure 4 ), two rounds of tree scanning successfully on the cut branch that had statistically significant associations (P Յ 0.05) after adjusting for multiple testing in separated their effects. For example, Figure 5 shows that the first round of tree scanning detected a significant the second round of tree scanning and Figure 6 shows peak association on the 7-8 branch with the phenotype the second-round peaks. The combined analyses over of ln ApoE in both Rochester males and females, our all traits and population samples carried out in the two largest sample. The 7-8 branch was therefore cut in the rounds of tree scanning as summarized in Figures 5 and 6 identified 16 significant peak splits in the APOE tree located on eight distinct branches, 11 of which are associated with ln ApoE, the phenotype most directly related to the function of the candidate gene.
The tree-scan results are consistent with the prior literature that branches 7-8 (ε3 vs. ε4) and 7-13 (ε3 vs. ε2) should delineate significant phenotypic effects. Ten of the 16 distinct phenotypic associations found by tree scanning include branches 7-8 and/or 7-13 (Tables 4  and 5 ) and 8 peak associations map to branches 7-8 or Rochester populations for the second round of tree of tree scanning is with the phenotype of ln ApoE and maps to a branch adjacent to the 7-13 branch, which scanning on the phenotype of ln ApoE. As can be seen in Figure 6 , a second peak association was mapped in is also statistically significant (Table 4) . In this case, the peak defined by the p vk values is not very pronounced, the second round of tree scanning to the 7-13 branch in both genders.
going from 7.4% for the 13-25 branch to 7.0% for the 7-13 branch. It is therefore possible that the true Besides the 7-8 and 7-13 branches that define the traditional protein electrophoretic alleles at the APOE phenotypic association in this case is actually due to the 7-13 branch and that tree scanning assigned the gene, the only other branch that shows replication in its phenotypic associations in the tree scan is the 6-15 association to an adjacent branch due to stochastic fluctuations arising from the shallowness of the peak. Howbranch for the phenotype of ln ApoE in Jackson males and females (Figures 5 and 6 ). This branch is absent ever, the remaining three associations in North Karelia females do not include any of the branches associated in the other two populations, so replication across populations cannot be tested. Interestingly, the 6-15 branch with amino acid changes in the statistically significant set (Tables 4 and 5 ), so North Karelia females remain is defined by an amino acid coding change at site 4036 in the APOE DNA sequence. Only 4 of the 21 SNPs an outlier in the tree-scan analysis. The North Karelia sample is also atypical because it has one of the highest scored in this study involve coding sequence, yet 10 of the 16 peaks map to three branches defined by amino incidences of coronary artery disease known from studies of human populations throughout the world (Tunacid coding SNPs. Hence, all three of these amino acid changes appear to be important in the Jackson populastall-Pedoe et al. 1994).
Only one detected association is sensitive to the ambition in influencing the level of ln ApoE. These results suggest that the ε3 allelic class has internal phenotypic guity of the tree topology (the 1-2 branch in Figure 5 ). When haplotype 21 connects directly to haplotype 2, heterogeneity in the Jackson sample and should be subdivided into two alleles by the state of this third polymorwe detect a significant association with the phenotype of total cholesterol on the 1-2 branch in Jackson males, phic amino acid coding position.
Of the remaining six phenotypic peaks, four are debut when haplotype 21 connects to haplotype 7, no significant association is detected. Until this evolutionary tected in North Karelia females on three branches (branch 13-25 for ln ApoE, branch 20-23 for ln TG ambiguity can be resolved (which in turn may be due to an error in an inferred haplotype), we would regard and ln ApoE, and branch 1-7 for ln ApoE). All three of these branches are found in all population samples, such phylogenetically sensitive inferences as tentative. APOE tree-scan analysis using prior knowledge: Taso the lack of replicability across populations is not simply due to the absence of the appropriate genetic ble 6 shows those branches with significant phenotypic associations given that the 7-8 and 7-13 branches of variants. One of these associations from the first round distinct haplotype trees under statistical parsimony. The existence of even this one phylogenetically sensitive inference illustrates the importance of estimating haplothe APOE haplotype tree were cut on the basis of prior type trees with an algorithm such as TCS, which yields a information that the traditional ε2, ε3, and ε4 allelic 95% confidence set of phylogenetic connections rather classes have strong phenotypic associations. Two new asthan just a single best tree. In a fully resolved tree of n sociations emerge with the addition of this prior inforhaplotypes, there will be n Ϫ 1 branches. In the case mation (Table 6 ) beyond that already shown in Figures 5 of APOE, we had 39 haplotypes, so a fully resolved tree and 6: a significant effect on HDL-C in North Karelia would require scanning 38 branches. However, because females that is evenly distributed across three adjoining of ambiguities in tree topology and/or haplotype inferbranches within the ε4 portion of the haplotype tree ence, we had to consider alternative resolutions, causing and a significant effect on ln TG in Rochester males us to consider a total of 60 possible branches. The numlocalized to branch 4-18, also within the ε4 portion of ber of tests performed has a direct impact on the statistithe haplotype tree. The results shown in Table 6 along cal power to detect phenotypic associations when the with the original tree-scan results in Tables 4 and 5 correction for multiple tests is executed. Hence, if the indicate that there is significant functional heterogene-APOE tree were more resolved, our statistical power would ity within all three of the traditional electrophoretic increase. Nevertheless, the APOE results clearly show allelic classes at the APOE gene.
that tree scanning can and does work even when there APOE single SNP analysis: Table 7 shows the results is much ambiguity in the tree topology. The problem of phylogenetic/haplotype ambiguity of the single SNP analysis. A total of 22 significant associ- Figure 5. -Results of the first round of tree scanning on the ApoE haplotype tree for four lipid phenotypes in three human populations stratified by gender. The tree drawing conventions are the same as those given in Figure 2 , but with the addition of dotted lines that show possible alternative branches that are due to phylogenetic ambiguity. Only the peak associations after correction for multiple testing are shown. Above every peak association are letters that indicate the population and gender for which the association was found: JF, Jackson females; JM, Jackson males; NF, North Karelia females; RF, Rochester females; and RM, Rochester males.
can be completely avoided by testing for associations
The results for Jackson females reveal an additional benefit of tree scanning over single SNP analyses. The sinwith the SNPs directly. This has the advantage of directly increasing power by reducing the number of tests. There gle SNP analyses find a significant association of ln ApoE with SNPs 3937, 4036, and 4075 (Table 7) ; the tree scan are only 21 SNPs, but there are 38 branches in a fully resolved tree and 60 branches in the set of probable finds the phenotype of ln ApoE is significantly associated with branches 7-8 (defined by SNP 3937), 6-15 (defined trees. If tree scanning is to have an advantage over SNP analyses, it must tap into sufficient additional biological by SNP 4036), and 7-13 (defined by SNP 4075) (Tables  4 and 5 ). Although the results seem to be identical, information that more than compensates for this penalty in statistical power when correcting for multiple they are not. The three SNPs associated with ln ApoE variation in the single SNP analyses are tightly linked tests. As can be seen by contrasting Tables 4 and 5 vs. 7, more traits had significant associations in more populain a small portion of the APOE gene spanning just 138 bp. An investigator obtaining these results would tions with tree scanning than with multiple single SNP analyses. Obviously, there is biological information in be faced with the conundrum of whether or not these three statistically significant signals were three biologithe haplotypes and their evolutionary relationships that more than compensates for the need of additional testing.
cally independent signals or just one signal confounded The populations sampled are J, Jackson; N, North Karelia; and R, Rochester.
Figure 6.-Results of the second round of tree scanning on the ApoE haplotype tree for four lipid phenotypes in three human populations stratified by gender. The tree-drawing conventions are the same as those given in Figure 5 . Only the peak associations after correction for multiple testing are shown above the branch cut in addition to the conditional cut, which is indicated below the corresponding p vk value. Above every peak association are letters that indicate the population and gender for which the association was found: JF, Jackson females; JM, Jackson males; NF, North Karelia females; RF, Rochester females; and RM, Rochester males.
by tight linkage. The results of the single SNP analyses ln ApoE to a smaller number of branches and identifies distinct associations. In general, when dealing with small per se yield no insight into how to resolve this conundrum. In contrast, the tree-scan analysis makes it clear DNA regions characterized by much internal linkage disequilibrium, the results of multiple single SNP analyon the first round (and confirmed by the second round) that these three significant sites map onto two biologises are difficult to interpret biologically. By utilizing the structure of the haplotype tree (one of the major detercally distinct impacts on the phenotype of ln ApoE; one peak is associated with branch 7-13 (SNP 4075) and a minants of the pattern of linkage disequilibrium in the DNA region), tree scanning makes use of the internal second, distinct peak is associated with branch 6-15 (SNP 4036). Similar situations occur in Jackson males and in linkage disequilibrium and identifies subsets of the statistically significant associations that represent bioRochester females and males for ln ApoE. In all of these cases, SNP analyses find multiple SNPs showing linkage logically distinct phenotypic associations. This is a tremendous advantage of tree scanning (and nested clade disequilibrium that are associated with variation in ln ApoE. Tree scanning identifies the branches associated analysis) over single SNP analyses. Another advantage of tree scanning is how it deals with with these same SNPs, but then localizes these effects on The populations sampled are J, Jackson; N, North Karelia; and R, Rochester. Branches are indicated by the haplotypes they connect, and the SNP number associated with the branch is indicated in parentheses. Sets of branches that are contiguous in the tree are separated by a colon whereas noncontiguous sets appear on separate lines a This set of branch associations was sensitive to the phylogenetic ambiguity in the tree and did not hold up for all possible phylogenetic resolutions. state at this SNP as compared to the G state, an effect that may be attributable to differential binding of nuclear proteins involved with cis-acting transcriptional regulahomoplasy. Homoplasy occurs when the same mutational transition occurs more than once in the evolutiontion (Artiga et al. 1998) . If the functional effect of a homoplasious SNP does not depend greatly upon the ary history of the gene region. Homoplasy is a common phenomenon, found in almost all human haplotype trees, context defined by other SNPs, the single SNP analysis will have greater sensitivity than the tree scan because including the APOE tree. The commonness of multiple mutational hits at the same nucleotide site is to be exthe tree scan splits up the sample into many separate allelic categories. To test the functionality of homoplasipected because the mutagenic process is highly nonrandom in humans, resulting in mutational hotspots (Temous sites, we recommend that each homoplasious SNP (identifiable from the haplotype tree) also be subjected pleton et al. 2000) . The impact of homoplasy upon the relative merits of tree scanning vs. SNP analyses depends to a single-site analysis for phenotypic association. A discrepancy in which the single SNP analysis finds a upon whether or not the nucleotide site showing multiple mutational hits is also a functional site. In most cases, phenotypic association and the tree scan does not would suggest that the homoplasious site itself might have a SNP will be a marker rather than a directly functional mutation, and in this case tree scanning has a great functional significance. Instead of such a discrepancy being a problem, tree scanning coupled with single hoadvantage over multiple single SNP analyses because the tree itself adjusts for homoplasy. For example, tree moplasious site analyses enables us to make more powerful biological inference and leads to avenues of investiscanning found significant associations of ln TG and ln ApoE with branch 20-23 in the North Karelia females gation that would not otherwise be known. In this case, tree scanning can suggest functional hypotheses for inand of HDL C with branch 13-19 in Rochester females, all defined by mutations at site 560. The single SNP dividual sites, as it does in the case of site 832. Another advantage of tree scanning is that it is easy analysis of site 560 found none of these associations, despite its a priori advantage in statistical power when to incorporate prior information. As mentioned above, there is much prior information that sites 3937 and correcting for multiple testing. Site 560 shows much homoplasy, having mutated a minimum of four times 4075 are functionally important. When we incorporated this prior information, thereby starting with a threein the APOE tree. Thus, when one pools together all the copies of this gene with A at site 560 into one allele allele system (corresponding to the traditional ε2, ε3, and ε4 alleles), tree scanning detected two additional and all the copies with T at this site into a second allele, one is actually pooling together into a single allele the peak associations ( Table 6 ) and showed that there is functional heterogeneity within each of the traditional products of two or more distinct mutations. In population genetics parlance, these alleles are identical-by-state electrophoretic alleles. The fact that additional associations were found in this analysis indicates that prior but not identical-by-descent. If the site being used to define such alleles is not functional per se, the signal of knowledge can augment the power of the tree scan. We can also use Table 6 to compare tree scanning with functionality due to linkage disequilibrium with another site is weakened by pooling sequences that are not identhe work of Stengå rd et al. (2002) on the same data set analyzed in this article. Stengå rd et al. (2002) also tical-by-descent. In contrast, tree scanning considers every detected mutation at this site separately, so if only accepted the ε2, ε3, and ε4 allelic classes as functionally significant on the basis of prior knowledge and looked one of the multiple mutational events is in strong link-for heterogeneity within these three allelic classes by askconcordant with prior information about allele classes with functional significance, indicating that the treeing if adding on a third SNP in addition to SNPs 3937 and 4075 (the two that define the ε2, ε3, and ε4 alleles) scan inferences have biological validity in this case. Tree scanning found more phenotypic associations than sinwould significantly improve the explanation of phenotypic variance. Thus, contrasting their results with the gle SNP analyses and other alternatives did, particularly at sites that have experienced multiple mutational results given in Table 6 provides a direct comparison of the strategies of adding a third SNP vs. cutting a third hits. This is an important property of tree scanning because SNPs associated with mutagenic sites are extremely branch in the prior allelic classes. Stengå rd et al. (2002) found five cases in which a third SNP did indeed result common in some candidate regions (Templeton et al. 2000) . Finally, tree scanning provides clearer biological in significant improvement in explaining phenotypic variance, and three of these are also found by tree scaninterpretations than single SNP analyses do, such as the ability to identify biologically distinct associations within ning (the ones found in Jackson females and males in Table 6 ). However, Stengå rd et al. (2002) did not cora highly correlated data set. rect for multiple tests, so to make the analyses more ble 6). These five associations were actually stronger
